Abstract. Tree structures of fuzzy controller (TSFC), constructed with the aid of fuzzy neurons and can guarantee reduced size of rule base with reasonable performance, is proposed in this paper. For the development of TSFC, two-step optimization is used. An inverted pendulum system is considered to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Rule number reduction is important for fuzzy control of complex processes with high dimensionality. As the number of input and fuzzy set of a fuzzy system increase, the size of the rule base increases exponentially and becomes unmanageable [1] . To solve this problem, tree structures of fuzzy controller (TSFC), which consists of AND and OR fuzzy neurons [1] , is proposed in this paper. TSFC has flexible tree structure by optimally placing fuzzy neurons as nodes and selecting relevant input sub-spaces as leaves. The fuzzy neurons exhibit learning abilities as they come with a collection of adjustable connection weights. In this setting of fuzzy neurons, the synergy of learning and transparency is well articulated. In the development stage of TSFC, we use two-step optimization where genetic algorithm (GA) [2] develops the binary structure by optimally selecting the nodes and leaves, and then random signal-based learning (RSL) [3, 4] further refines the binary connections. An inverted pendulum system is considered to show the validity of the proposed TSFC.
Structure of TSFC
Before proceeding with the detailed architecture of TSFC and learning realized for the overall network, we will briefly remind the two basic types of logic-based neurons as being introduced in [1] . AND neuron aggregates input signals (membership values) where t-and s-norms, i.e. T and s, are used to represent the AND and OR operation, respectively. The structure of OR neuron is dual to that reported for AND neuron, namely, y= OR(x; w) = ) (
The AND and OR neurons realize pure logic operations on the membership values. Some obvious observations hold. (i) For binary inputs and connections, the neurons transform to standard AND and OR gates. (ii) The connections close to zero (one) identify the relevant inputs in the AND (OR) neuron. (iii) The parametric flexibility is an important feature to be exploited in the design of the networks.
In all experiments, we consider these triangular norms and co-norms to be a product operation (a t b=ab) and probabilistic sum (a s b=a+b-ab), respectively. Fig. 1 shows the structure of TSFC using logic-based fuzzy neurons being viewed here as a generic means of forming the skeleton of the logic model. In this figure, "*" and "+" of the nodes represent AND and OR neuron, respectively. In this structure, each node and leaf can select one of fuzzy neurons (AND/OR) and input sub-spaces, respectively. Obviously, TSFC has flexible structure by allowing {0, 1} in every leaf to enhance the performance, i.e. eliminate useless connections from TSFC, and can express any logic by selecting proper "Level". 
Optimization of TSFC
To battle the problem of exponential increase of the rule, GA attempts to construct a Boolean structure of TSFC by selecting inputs, including {0, 1}, as leaves and fuzzy neurons as nodes that shape up the tree structure, and then concentrate on the detailed optimization of the connections (weights) connected to each nodes by RSL. RSL is a kind of reinforcement learning algorithm that is very effective to find the local optimum because the candidate solution moves in a downhill direction very quickly [3] . For more detail about RSL, please refer to [3, 4] . During GA optimization, the connections to AND and OR neuron set as zero and one, respectively, because of the characteristic of the fuzzy neurons as mentioned before. RSL refinement involves transforming binary connections into the weights in the unit interval. RSL refinement considers only the tree connections, but the eliminated connections, which occur by the leaves with the value zero or one, are not considered. This enhancement aims at further reduction in the value of the performance index.
Experimental Results
To show the performance of the proposed TSFC, we have performed numerous computer simulations. However, for the sake of convenience, we present here only one illustrative example. TSFC is applied to balancing an inverted pendulum on a cart. Let (angular velocity of the pole), then the state equation can be expressed as follows [3] :
where M (mass of cart) is 1.0Kg, m (mass of pole) is 0.1Kg, l (half length of pole) is 0.5m, g (gravity acceleration) is 9.8m/s 2 , and F is the applied force in Newton. In this simulation, the following conditions are considered: initial states [-25, 25] ; population size=50; generation number=100; crossover rate=0.9; mutation rate=0.03; learning rate in RSL=0.01; iteration number in RSL=500; time step=0.01s; simulating number of time step q=200; and the following performance index (fitness) that has to be minimized is used [3] To reduce the redundant information, the number of input to each node is fixed as two that can be increased for high dimensional problem, and only the number of Level (NL) is varying between 2 and 4 to find reasonable NL for this example. For the GA, standard version, including tournament selection and multi-point crossover, is used. Figure 2 describes the simulation results using the optimized TSFCs with NL=2 (reduced rules) and 4 (maximum rules) for each number of fuzzy set (NFS), and initial conditions are (0.3, 0.3) and (-0.3, -0.3) for NFS=3 and 5, respectively. Obviously, the performance of NL=4 is better than that of NL=2 for each NFS, but the simulation results indicate that the reduced rules are enough for balancing the pole as shown in Fig. 2 .
Conclusions
TSFC that has flexible tree structure as well as the learning and interpreting ability by using fuzzy neurons has been demonstrated. For the development of TSFC, two-step optimization, where GA develops binary structure and then RSL further refines the binary connections, has been considered. From the simulation results, we believe that the proposed TSFC effectively reduce the number of rules with reasonable performances by selecting proper NL.
